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My dad can wrestle with giants, eat like a horse, swim like a fish . . . Can yours? A brilliant, humorous look at fatherhood from a
child's point of view, from this multi-award-winning author/illustrator. Although this ebook should function on all ipads, it has been
optimised for ipad 3 generation and later.
When Joseph's mother comes home, says his father, things are going to change. And almost at once they do - in the weirdest of
ways . . .
Young children are invited to practice counting from one to 10 with an exuberant family of primates that bring new depth to first
numbers while conveying an important message about protecting the environment. By the Hans Christian Andersen Awardwinning former Children's Laureate author of Willy the Champ.
Anthony de Mello was a Jesuit priest from India. He fuses spiritual ideas from many religions in a way that makes them accessible
to readers. This book is in the form of a lecture at a retreat and it deals with the notion that we walk through life in a kind of sleep
that prevents us from achieving a real connection to God and to ourselves. This book contains the following lectures: On Waking
Up Will I Be Of Help To You? On The Proper Kind Of Selfishness On Wanting Happiness Are We Talking About Psychology In
This Spirituality Course? Neither Is Renunciation The Solution Listen And Unlearn What's On Your Mind? Good Bad Or Lucky Our
Illusion About Others Self-Observation Awareness Without Evaluating Everything The Illusion Of Rewards Finding Yourself
Stripping Down To The 'I' Negative Feelings Toward Others On Dependence How Happiness Happens Fear The Root Of Violence
Awareness And Contact With Reality Good Religion -The Antithesis Of Unawareness Labels Obstacles To Happiness Four Steps
To Wisdom All's Right With The World Sleepwalking Change As Greed A Changed Person Arriving At Silence Losing The Rat
Race Permanent Worth Desire, Not Preference Clinging To Illusion Hugging Memories Getting Concrete At A Loss For Words
Cultural Conditioning Filtered Reality Detachment Addictive Love More Words Hidden Agendas Giving In Assorted Landmines The
Death Of Me Insight And Understanding Not Pushing It Getting Real Assorted Images Saying Nothing About Love Losing Control
Listening To Life The End Of Analysis Dead Ahead The Land Of Love
An urban retelling of the classic Goldilocks and the Three Bears story, told from the baby bear's perspective.
Four different voices tell their own versions of the same walk in the park. The radically different perspectives give a fascinating
depth to this simple story which explores many of the author's key themes, such as alienation, friendship and the bizarre amid the
mundane. Anthony Browne's world-renowned artwork is full of expressive gorillas, vibrant colours and numerous nods to Magritte
and other artists, while being uniquely Browne's own style.
On the technological, decadent world of Proton, someone was trying to destroy Stile, serf and master Gamesman. His only escape
lay through a mysterious “curtain” revealed by a loving robot. Beyond the curtain lay Phaze—a world totally ruled by magic. There,
his first encounter was with an amulet that turned into a demon determined to choke him to death. And there, he soon learned, his
alternate self had already been murdered by sorcery, and he was due to be the next victim. “Know thyself!” the infallible Oracle
told him. But first he must save himself as he shuttled between worlds. On Proton, his fate depended on winning the great Games.
On Phaze, he could survive only by mastering magic. And if he used any magic at all, the werewolf and the unicorn who were his
only friends were determined to kill him at once!
A child describes the many wonderful things about "my mom," who can make anything grow, roar like a lion, and be as comfy as
an armchair. Reprint.
As Bear walks in the forest, with pencil in hand, he meets several grumpy forest dwellers and knows just what to do for them.
When a Nymph rides a Night Mare, Ogre beware! Smash knew all about ogres. After all, despite his having a human mother,
Smash was an ogre himself. Ogres were not only huge and horribly ugly, as Smash was; they were also so stupid they could
hardly speak, and they spent most of their time fighting, destroying, and eating young girls. So what was he doing here with seven
assorted females looking to him to guide them and save them? Even in Xanth, where magic made anything possible, why should
Tandy the Nymph trust him and seem fond of him? And how could all that high-flown conversation be coming out of his mouth?
But that, it seemed, was what he got for going to Good Magician Humfrey for an Answer—before he even knew what the Question
was!
Anthony Browne describes how his mother's wish to spend her birthday visiting an art museum with her family changed the course
of his life forever. A sophisticated picture book.
Follow the adventures of Silly Billy - a very silly boy INDEED!
Willy the chimpanzee loves to play soccer, but he is never picked for a team until a stranger gives him some shoes that he is
certain are magic.
On the frontline of the battle field between good and evil, exists a ball park that can only be visited through possession of an
antique baseball glove or the finality of life changing events and decisions. It is truly a no mans land and the location where a bond
of eternal friendship is forming, between a ball player, who fell short of his dreams, and a young prospect, who eagerly wants to
achieve his. One has made a life changing mistake and wants a second chance or at least a shot at absolution, while the other is
oblivious to the forces of good and evil that are literally tearing his soul apart. Will these two lost souls find their way to the
promised land, or will the forces of evil prevail? Theres a war going on and they play for keeps. The only question left is: who will
be the last casualty of THE MAGIC GLOVE ?
The Old Priest is a book of transformations. From the cigar-smoke-and-mirrors world of casino life, to the collection’s title
character morphing into a goat-man before the narrator’s eyes, to a family drama upended by a miniature dinosaur in the
backyard, Anthony Wallace writes about life-changing events. The characters seek to escape their earthly boundaries through
artifice and fantasy, and those boundaries can be as elegant and fragile as a martini glass or as hardscrabble as an Indian
reservation. In these eight vividly detailed short stories we encounter cheating husbands, neurotic housewives, out-of-control
teenagers, desperate gamblers, deluded alcoholics, and a host of others who would like a chance at something more. Some face
the consequences of their actions, while others simply begin to see what they’ve been missing all along. Through wry, ironic
prose—and what feels like firsthand experience—Wallace describes a comic and often misguided search for self-knowledge in the
most unlikely locations—like the Emerald City, a low-rent gambling den where a cocktail waitress dressed as an X-rated Dorothy
offers gamblers more than a Scotch on the rocks; or the Bastille Hotel-Casino, where a dealer dressed as an eighteenth century
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footman deals five-dollar blackjack to a reminiscing Holocaust survivor. Occasionally a real demon appears, but the collection is
mostly about personal demons and the possibility of exorcising them. The stories in The Old Priest have to do with time and
memory, and they convincingly open out beyond ordinary daily time to reveal something else—the present moment, perhaps, but a
larger, more mysterious conception of it.
Young Frida Kahlo's imaginary friend comes to life in a touching story by Anthony Browne enhanced by exquisite surreal
illustrations. Following a bout with polio at the age of six, Frida Kahlo's life was marked by pain and loneliness. In real life she
walked with a limp, but in her dreams she flew. One day her imagination took her on a journey to a girl in white who could dance
without pain and hold her secrets, an indelible figure who would find her way into Frida's art in years to come. Inspired by Frida
Kahlo's diary, Anthony Browne captures the essence of the artist's early flights of fancy and depicts both Frida and her imaginary
friend in vivid illustrations evoking Kahlo's iconic style. A note at the end offers a brief biography of the artist who has intrigued art
lovers the world over.

Toby is fed up. Fed up with books, fed up with toys, fed up with everything. But when he walks through the magic mirror,
things are amazingly different. Toby can hardly believe his eyes
A young boy steps through his mirror into a world which looks the same but is slightly different.
When Big Anthony borrows Strega Nona's magic ring to turn himself into a handsome man, he gets more trouble than
fun.
From a brilliant fantasy master comes a tale of astounding magic, unrelenting evil, and redemptive courage. Travis Wilder
and Grace Beckett have returned to modern Earth to get medical help for Beltan, a knight from the otherworld of Eldh.
But as Beltan lies unconscious in the ICU of a Denver hospital, a shadowy organization plots to kidnap him, and sinister
forces of dark magic cross the boundary from Eldh in a murderous search for Travis and Grace. Meanwhile, in Eldh, a
young baroness, her witch companion, and their mortal and immortal friends journey to a dying city, there to confront a
nameless evil that has begun to annihilate the very gods. Somehow Travis and Grace must save Beltan and themselves,
then make their way back to Eldh. For only there can they hope to defeat a demonic enemy that can shatter time, devour
space, and turn existence into nothingness.
Winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of All the Light We Cannot See, perhaps the most bestselling and beloved literary
fiction of our time, comes a triumph of imagination and compassion, a soaring novel about children on the cusp of
adulthood in a broken world, who find resilience, hope, and story. The heroes of Cloud Cuckoo Land are trying to figure
out the world around them: Anna and Omeir, on opposite sides of the formidable city walls during the 1453 siege of
Constantinople; teenage idealist Seymour in an attack on a public library in present day Idaho; and Konstance, on an
interstellar ship bound for an exoplanet, decades from now. Like Marie-Laure and Werner in All the Light We Cannot
See, Anna, Omeir, Seymour, and Konstance are dreamers and outsiders who find resourcefulness and hope in the midst
of peril. An ancient text—the story of Aethon, who longs to be turned into a bird so that he can fly to a utopian paradise in
the sky—provides solace and mystery to these unforgettable characters. Doerr has created a tapestry of times and places
that reflects our vast interconnectedness—with other species, with each other, with those who lived before us and those
who will be here after we’re gone. Dedicated to “the librarians then, now, and in the years to come,” Cloud Cuckoo Land
is a hauntingly beautiful and redemptive novel about stewardship—of the book, of the Earth, of the human heart.
DIY MAGIC offers a series of reality hacks encompassing self-help, philosophy, psychology, and inspiration, that will help
artists, writers, and any creative types find new sources of inspiration. This is a book of magic. This is a book of mind
hacks. This is a cookbook for creativity. In DIY Magic, Anthony Alvarado provides readers with a collection of techniques
for accessing deeper levels of creative thought—for hacking into their subconscious. From Salvador Dali's spoon
technique and ornithomancy (divination by crows), to bibliomancy and using (legal) stimulants, the exercises in this book
will help anyone chasing the muse—from artists and musicians, to writers and more—as they tug at the strings of everyday
reality and tap into the magic of their own minds.
One day Smudge and Charles (two very different children) take walks to the park with their dogs, Albert and Victoria. The
dogs race off and chase each other around the park, while Smudge and Charles become the best of friends.
Scornful of his younger sister's fears, a young boy decides to explore a tunnel forcing her to go after him when he doesn't return. Suggested
level: junior, primary.
After his father seems to disappear, a boy takes a cake to his ill grandmother, traveling through the forest in a journey reminiscent of the story
of Little Red Riding Hood.
A noise outside their house on Cauldron Cooker's Night, a witches' holiday, sends sleepless eleven-year-old Josh and thirteen-year-old
Jozlyn into their parents' bedroom to discover it empty.
Instant #1 International Bestseller “Cue greed, lust, secrets, and serious suspense. Count us in.”—theSkimm "An insanely plotted
book...riveting."—The New York Times Book Review Written with the chilling, twisty suspense of The Wife Between Us and Something in the
Water, a seductive thriller about identical twins, greed, lust, secrets, and deadly lies. Twin sisters Iris and Summer are startlingly alike, but
beyond what the eye can see lies a darkness that sets them apart. Cynical and insecure, Iris has long been envious of Summer’s seemingly
never-ending good fortune. When Summer calls Iris to Thailand to help her sail the family yacht to the Seychelles, Iris has secret hopes for
what might happen on the journey. But after a disturbing incident in the middle of the Indian Ocean, everything changes. Now Iris has the
chance to step into the golden life she’s always envied–and get one step closer to the hundred-million-dollar inheritance left by her
manipulative father. All Iris would need to do is ensure she’s the first of his seven children to fulfill the strange conditions of his will. But Iris
soon discovers that her twin was keeping more than one secret, and Iris’s life lurches between glamorous dream and paranoid nightmare. In
a family in which the winner takes all, whom can she trust? And how far will she go to get the life she’s always dreamed about? "Ferociously
entertaining. A novel like a triathlon: part evil-twin thriller, part howdunit (or did-she-do-it?), part juicy family drama. Drop Knives Out and
Double Indemnity into the blender, shake some Dead Calm over the froth, power it on, and you’ve got a cocktail like The Girl in the
Mirror—fresh, flavorful, and utterly intoxicating." —AJ Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window
When their dog goes missing, Cy and Poppy play hide and seek to distract themselves. Poppy counts to ten and looks for Cy - but she can’t
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find him anywhere. But then there’s a rustling from the woods – maybe someone else can help her find him...? A reassuring tale of sibling
love by the master Anthony Browne.
Illus. in full color. "Mr. Piggott and his sons are a male chauvinist lot who, outside of yelling for their dinner, don't exercise themselves much
around the house. When Mrs. Piggott finally tires of the endless chores that sandwich her workday, she leaves the menfolk on their own, with
a note saying, 'You are pigs.' With the cooking and housework untended, they soon turn genuinely porcine, a transformation Browne
foreshadows with pig faces on the wallpaper, vases, fireplace, phone. As in most of Browne's art, there is more than a touch of irony and
visual humor here. Fun to read aloud."--Bulletin, Center for Children's Books.
"Ernest is a happy baby elephant. But when his curiosity gets the better of him and he leaves the rest of his herd to explore the alluring and
dangerous jungle, he becomes very lost indeed. Amongst the undergrowth, he meets a rude gorilla, a weary lion, an impolite hippo and an
uncaring crocodile. Will anyone help Ernest find his way out of the jungle and home to his mum?"--Provided by publisher.
Aria is having a tough time at school, because the other kids tease and bully her. When she looks in the mirror, all she sees is a loser. But
after talking with a kind teacher, Aria is able to see the kind, smart, and beautiful girl in the mirror.
A golem to the rescue! Grundy Golem was the size of an inconsequence, and nobody had any respect for him—including Grundy! To prove
himself, he volunteered to ride the Monster Under the Bed to the Ivory Tower to find little Ivy’s long-lost dragon, Stanley Steamer. After many
adventures, he reached the Tower, to learn that the evil Sea Hag kept lovely Rapunzel imprisoned there, her body destined to be used to
maintain the witch’s immortality. Grundy managed to free the damsel, and they fled together. As the descendant of Jordan the Barbarian and
Bluebell Elf, Rapunzel could become any size, even that of any Golem’s dreamgirl. But Grundy knew she was surely fated for someone
better than he. Besides, the Sea Hag still pursued them to destroy him and get her back. And he still hadn’t found Stanley Steamer.
A strange rift in ordinary reality draws saloon owner Travis Wilder and ER doctor Grace Beckett into the otherworld of Eldh--a land of gods,
monsters, and magic that is sorely in need of heroes.
In this first novel of the Incarnations of Immortality, Piers Anthony combines a gripping story of romance and conflicting loyalties with a deeply
moving examination of the meaning of life and death. This is a novel that will long linger in the reader's mind. Shooting Death was a mistake,
as Zane soon discovered. For the man who killed the Incarnation of Death was immediately forced to assume the vacant position! Thereafter,
he must speed over the world, riding his pale horse, and ending the lives of others. Zane was forced to accept his unwelcome task, despite
the rules that seemed woefully unfair. But then he found himself being drawn into an evil plot of Satan. Already the prince of Evil was forging
a trap in which Zane must act to destroy Luna, the woman he loved. He could see only one possible way to defeat the Father of Lies. It was
unthinkable—but he had no other solution!
Picture book with an inspiring message for young girls to develop positive body-image, self-confidence and self-worth.In a world that has put
too much premium on beauty this book will help guide young girls to see their inherent beauty and embrace their unique qualities.Give the gift
of self-love to your girl so that she celebrates herself just as she is!
For a bored, young princess of Xanth, there's nothing more exciting than a Quest. Especially when all you do is sit around Castle Roogna.
But when Ivy uses the Heaven Cent, it takes her not to the top of Mount Rushmost, where the winged monsters gather, not to the sea where
the merfolk swim--but to Mundania, a world much like out own (that is, boring). It is here that she meets a young college student so dull that
he doesn't even believe in magic, or princesses, or Xanth! Does he have a lot to learn. Man from Mundania, the thrilling climax to the trilogy
started in Vale of the Vole and continued in Heaven Cent. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
One warm, sunny day, Willy the Chimp decides to go to the park. There's not a cloud in the sky--well, except for just a little tiny one. It doesn't
bother Willy too much at first. But as the cloud follows him, it grows bigger and bigger and becomes harder and harder to ignore. Pretty soon
the cloud is all Willy can think about, and he has no idea how to make it go away.
Hannah loves gorillas but has never seen one in real life. For her birthday, Hannah asks her father for a gorilla but is disappointed when she
discovers that the gorilla she's received is just a toy one.
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